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Abstract

IP Traceback is a way to search for sources of damage to the network or host computer. IP Trace-
back method consists of reactive and proactive methods, and the proactive method induces a serious
storage overhead. However, a system capable of solving these problems through cluster-based mass
storage, digestible packets and hierarchical collections was designed. It not only performs traceback
but also communicates with analysis data of other security systems by using the logging methods. It
is capable of performing an effective traceback operation by using data mining in order to perform
vast amount of traceback operation with the use of massive data. In addition, the results can be used
as basic data to generate new rules for intrusion detection systems.
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1 Introduction

With the development of computer and internet, various methods to interfere with computer work have
been developed and advanced. Various forms of attacks such as computer virus, computer hacking,
computer worm, and DoS (Denial of Service) attack have emerged. Recently, these attack methods have
been further developed and has become more complex. Moreover, security managers are not aware of
the attack during these complex attack methods are carried out.

In general, methods to protect against these network attacks undergo a two-stage process. The first
is to detect an attack and report it to the manager while it is being made. The second is a traceback stage
to trace the source of the attack. In the first stage, real-time intrusion and DDoS (Distributed Denial of
Service) attacks are blocked. In the second stage, the traceback detects the intrusion path by searching
for the host or network that launched an attack in order to prepare for future attacks.

Among them, traceback method consists of reactive and proactive methods [13, 10]. The reactive
method performs the traceback during an attack. The proactive method performs the traceback by anal-
ysis after the attacks. In the proactive method, the most generally used methods are to mark packets and
store all the packets. We call these methods marking-based and logging based method [12]. Although
the marking-based method can trace back only the DDoS attacks, it can save storage compared to the
method to store all packets. On the other hand, logging-based method has the advantage that not only
DDoS attack but also a single packet can be traced back by storing only important information of the
packet. In addition, there is a hybrid method made by mixing these two methods. However, hybrid
method has the advantages and disadvantages of both methods.

The marking-based method can only traceback the DDoS attacks with large-scale traffic. Therefore,
the logging-based method can be better when sufficient storage space is provided. Furthermore, it is
possible to detect a new malware or create a new policy by using the stored data. However, because the
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method to store the information requires to store vast amounts of traffic data, methods such as packet
summary information or alternative storage are frequently used. In this paper, we propose a security
network framework for enterprise security management [2]. In addition, the traffic data is analyzed and
stored by data mining process. Thus, the data mining information is used to find various traceback paths
easily.

Although this method uses the logging-based traceback method, it summarizes and stores only main
information from large-scale data by using data mining. This reduces an enormous amount of calculation
used for traceback and at the same time helps reduce the storage overhead by securing storage space of
the cluster DB and distributed position. Moreover, this method is capable not only of DDoS traceback
but also of single packet traceback.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Chapter 2 describes related research, Chapter 3 describes
security management system framework proposed by us. Chapter 4 describes a simple scenario for
traceback, and Chapter 5 draws a conclusion.

2 Related Work

The traceback method generally consists of reactive and proactive methods. When an attack starts, the
reactive method traces the attacker from the victim by repeatedly querying to an upstream router until it
finds out the attacker. However, this method cannot trace when the attack ceases. In the proactive method,
a router stores information capable of tracing an attacker. Subsequently, it detects the attacker by analysis
of the stored data. The proactive method can be roughly categorized into logging-based approaches,
marking-based approaches, and hybrid approaches. The logging-based approaches can traceback both
single packet and DDoS attack. However, its storage overhead is very high. Although the marking-based
approaches use only small storage space, they can traceback only DDoS attacks. In order to compensate
for the disadvantages of these two methods, the hybrid approaches have appeared.

Snoeren et al. [11] studied methods for IP traceback of hash-based single packets. This method
called SPIE is the first logging-based approach that saved the storage space by using the method to
store only packet summary. A bloom filter, a hash-based space-saving data structure, was used for the
packet summary. However, SPIE rapidly runs out of space in high-speed network. T.Lee et al. [8]
proposed to digest packet aggregation units instead of individual packets so as to reduce the digest table
storage. However, that increases the false positives in constructing the attack graph. Chao Gong et al.
[5] proposed PPM. PPM is a marking-based approach that traces only DDoS attack. B. Al-Duwairi et al.
[1] proposed a hybrid approach called DLLT. The main idea of DLLT is to keep track of a subset of the
routers that are involved in forwarding a certain packet by establishing a temporary link between them
using distributed link list. However, DLLT method cannot trace single packets due to its probabilistic
nature. Chao Gong et al. [6] proposed new hybrid approach called HIT. HIT can trace single packet. It
records every packet’s path fragments. Each router carries out both marking and logging. However, this
method brings storage overhead by high-speed links of routers. Recently new hybrid approaches [12, 9]
were proposed. However, these approaches have problems of storage overhead with high-speed links of
routers.

Among the various methods, we designed a security system framework capable of tracing back by
compensating the disadvantages of the logging-based approaches without correcting packets and then
designed a traceback system based on this framework.
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3 Framework of Hierarchical Security Management System

In order to realize a new logging-based method, we designed a hierarchical framework of security man-
agement system. The design principles consist of distributed and hierarchical storage, mining analysis
and application of the analyzed content. Mass storage space is required for the framework because it
depends on storage. However, it is difficult to handle the storage overhead by simply increasing storage
space because network speed and traffic have increased dramatically in recent years. For this purpose, we
need create cluster-based storage space capable of easy expansion and a function to extract only impor-
tant information from traffic data for storage by using data mining techniques. Moreover, our framework
is able to respond to lack of storage by distributing storage positions and hierarchically classifying them.

Figure 1: System diagram using logging-based approaches

Figure 1 is a diagram of integrated security system using these logging-based approaches. Based on
this diagram, one can see that the system is divided into SCS (Security Controller System) and SSCS (Sub
Security Controller System). These are the higher system SCS and lower system SSCS for hierarchical
security management and collection. SCS periodically or selectively bring the traffic information stored
in SSCS to store it. In addition, it brings the traffic information from the external SSCS or external routers
to store it by classifying it into the desired form. Thus, the stored information is used for traceback using
data mining or made into rules appropriate for IDS, firewall or lower SSCS for distribution.

In order to reduce packet information oriented to the cluster DB the central SCS, this framework used
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the hierarchical collection system using SSCS. SSCS classified based on role or regional characteristics
that are in the lower portion of SCS, and this SSCS collects the packets of the region. The classifi-
cation broadly combines external networks, border routers, mobile routers, routers, PCs or servers of
each region to manage them. For effective management, the collection can be divided by additionally
placing SSCS in the lower portion of SSCS. Figure 2 shows a diagram of a system consisting of such a
hierarchical collection.

Figure 2: Diagram of hierarchical collection system

Subsequently, the traffic storage method based on each hierarchy level may be differentiated for more
detailed analysis or management. When storing all traffic packets and transferring data to higher SSCS
or SCS in lower SSCS, it is possible to reduce the number of packets by sampling or the storage volume
in lower SSCS and SCS by transferring only summary information of each packet.

4 Mining-based IP Traceback

We describe the process to make system behavior and traceback path for a practical traceback on the basis
of the integrated framework of security management system by using data mining. This is a proactive
method that is performed after an attack and a method using mass storage data. Therefore, it takes a long
time and many operating processes to analyze the stored data. In order to reduce these operations, data
mining techniques are used.
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4.1 Data Collection for Traceback

Only necessary information is extracted from the collected information by data mining and used for var-
ious analyses. First, in order to perform classification tasks by attack type for traceback using mining.
The classification tasks by attack type apply packet pattern matching, a variety of classification algo-
rithms and others [3, 4]. The classified data uses method to improve search speed by using the improved
tree structure and save storage space [7]. Figure 3 shows the methods to perform and store classification
tasks by attack type.

Figure 3: Packet collection method by attack type

For traceback in this case, it is necessary to know how many packets appropriate for attack types
were generated among the classified packet information and in which path the generated attack types
entered. In order to detect this, it is necessary to calculate the frequency of the data appropriate for the
stored attack types. Search speed has a very important role because this process requires to read all the
stored data within a certain time.

4.2 IP Traceback Analysis

Figure 4. shows the collected information by collection position as a table consisting of attack type,
frequency of occurrence and occurrence path.

In this figure, we aims to perform traceback on attack type 7, which has the highest attack frequency
in the destination. Paths are made by following the most frequent influx path in the same attack type.
However, when there are several paths in the same attack type, this was made into a tree or graph or the
highest path performs traceback. As shown in Figure 5, traceback is performed based on the analysis
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Figure 4: Attack type classification table by collection position

content in Figure 4 and was described as tree-shaped traceback graph.

Figure 5: Traceback method using attack type classification table

Node D and node E in Figure 5 have no frequency of attack occurrence in the table. In such a case,
it is not possible to collect entire information because partial information is missing or the system is
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different. Node F and node G are in a state without any collected data at all. In such a case, several
processes such as contacting the appropriate network manager, receiving traffic by additional collections
and analyzing it are added.

4.3 Additional Collection

A traceback graph is generated by following the path with the actual traffic and additionally perform-
ing the collection and analysis. When the router without the table becomes the target of traceback, the
collected traffic data is received by requesting a network manager. The received data was additionally
analyzed for traceback. Although it is difficult to detect the accurate traceback point only by the infor-
mation collected from the site of attack, it has the advantage of being able to traceback in comparison
between the additionally collected data by SCS and their own information. Of course, not all networks
have SCS. Therefore, it is possible to analyze after receiving the data from the manager who performs
functions similar to SCS. Figure 6 shows there procedures.

Figure 6: Additional data collection in position without collected data

The additionally received data can additionally be used for vulnerability analysis or rule update,
and furthermore, the information collected from the external network can be continuously received by
installing SSCS.

4.4 Advantages and Shortcomings

The traceback method proposed in this paper is one of the proactive methods to perform the traceback
using data mining after the attacks in the framework with mass storage. It is a logging-based approach
to be able to trace back not only DDoS attacks but also all kinds of attack packets among the proactive
methods. The logging-based approach has the advantage of being able to perform an accurate traceback
by analysis after the attacks and traceback all kinds of packets. In addition, it is possible to collect a large
amount of data and traceback by reducing the large-scale cluster-based hierarchical structure and storage
volume by attack type. Moreover, it can be applied not only to traceback but also only to rule making
of other security devices and vulnerability analysis. Finally, this method proposed storage methods that
was convenient for storage and search and reduced the disadvantage of the proactive method, an increase
in the amount of calculation, by using data mining.

However, there has been not verification or simulation whether hierarchical cluster storage space can
be overcome in increase in the data storage depending on the high-speed network, the disadvantage of
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logging-based approach. In the future, this study will perform the calculation and simulation of this
problem.

5 Conclusion

Methods to protect network attacks are to detect an attack and report it to the manager during it is made
and traceback the source of the attack. The traceback is a way to search for sources of damage to
the network or host computer. Traceback methods consist of reactive and proactive method. In these
methods, proactive method consists of marking-based and logging-based approaches, and the logging
method induces a serious storage overhead.

However, a system of capable of solving these problems through cluster-based mass storage, di-
gestible packets and hierarchical collections was designed. It not only performs traceback but also com-
municate with analysis data of other security systems by using the logging-based methods. Thus, it can
be used as a basic data to generate a new rule. It classifies attack types and stores only the analyzed infor-
mation by using the framework capable of such mass storage. Such data mining can reduce an amount
of calculation for storage volume and traceback.
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